
 

 

Minutes of Cinema For All 2019 AGM 

Trading name of British Federation of Film Societies (the) 
 

Attending trustees: 

Tim Swanwick (TS) – Chair 

Gemma Bird (GB) – Vice Chair 

Nadine Thompson (NT) 

Graham Hill (GH) - Treasurer 

Carlota Larrea (CL) 

Zoe Ellis-Moore (ZEM) 

Apologies: 

Katherine Sellar, Sukayna Najmudin, and Peter Mitchell 

 

1. Welcome by the chair 

Tim Swanwick (TS) welcomes the attendees. He discusses the importance of the Vote 100: Born A 

Rebel film and encourages Cinema For All members to submit their own videos and materials to the 

Vote 100 archive project. TS thanks Deborah Parker (DP), before running through the running order 

and voting proceedings and rules for the AGM. 

 

2. Those present and apologies for absence 

Apologies from Katherine Sellar, Sukayna Najmudin, and Peter Mitchell (board members). 

 

3. Adopt the minutes of the 2017 AGM 

TS asks if anyone will propose to accept last year’s AGM meeting minutes. Rachel Cross (RC, Chester 

Film Society) proposes. Aysegul Epengin (AE), Portsmouth, seconds. Majority of hands raised to 

accept last year’s minutes. 

 

4. Matters arising from the minutes 

No matters arising from last year’s minutes. 

Chair’s Report 2017/18 

TS thanks those in the room for their contributions. In looking at the report he focuses on: 

• Growth in membership of Cinema For All 

• Expanded range of services offered, including coaching and equipment hire 

• The booking scheme – some distributors lost, some gained, but nearly 600 bookings last year 

and a growing and developing service 

 



He then focuses on three foundation issues: 

• Assembling a strategic plan for Cinema For All. This was achieved by visiting lots of member 

groups to define Cinema For All’s mission, vision, values and aims/outcomes to which they 

aspire. This helps the board and staff team measure if incoming opportunities/proposals are 

a good ‘fit’ for Cinema For All. It also gives them a strong narrative when talking to outside 

organisations. 

• Financial resources: TS explains how it’s only relatively recently that Cinema For All has had 

sustained financial stability, and that they are now aiming to build reserves to sustain that 

• Human resource: TS praises the young, dynamic and creative staff team. 

TS states that key upcoming events are applying for the next multi-year funding round from the BFI, 

and an external evaluation of Cinema For All. TS states that he doesn’t think Cinema For All has ever 

been in a stronger or better position, and feels that reflects the community cinema sector as a 

whole. 

 

Graham Hill (GH) reviews the financial accounts. GH reviews the finances of the past accounting 

year, stating that revenue for 2018 is good. GH states the Cinema For All team has worked very hard 

to maintain these revenue streams. The accounts are in a very similar position to 2017. Cinema For 

All is about to undertake a financial review. Staffing costs have reduced in 2018 to 2017, due to two 

staff members leaving and one staff members moving from f/t to p/t. Though the board believe they 

have more money in the reserves than the charity possibly needs, due to the current financial 

climate the board believe it is wise to keep this amount in the reserves. 

GH explains that more detail of how funds are spent can be found in the full report. In conclusion, 

GH says the business is in very good shape and is well-managed. He recommends that the 2018 

accounts are adopted. 

 

5. Adopt the 2017/18 Annual Report including the Annual Accounts 

Ian Hammerton, Pitshanger (IH) proposes that the report is adopted; Brian Clay, Cinema For All 

South West Group (BC) seconds. Carried by majority of members attending via show of hands. 

 

6. Approve the appointment of External Examiner for the 2018/19 Accounts 

Richard Clesham, Deptford Cinema (RC) proposes the appointment of the board’s suggested External 

Examiner for the 2018/19 Accounts; David Maxwell, Bracknell Film Society (DM) seconds. Carried by 

a majority via show of hands. 

 

7. Approve the annual subscriptions for 2018/19 

TS states that the proposal is that the subscriptions are kept the same as for 2017/18. IH proposes 

this motion; Henry Thompson, Harrogate (HT) seconds; carried by a majority via show of hands. 

 

8. Election of Trustee(s) 



TS explains that there are elected positions on the board available. Gemma Bird (GB) explains how 

the election of this trustee will be processed: both nominees will present their statements, before 

each full member film society in attendance at the AGM writes down who they will vote for on a slip. 

These will be put in a ballot box, which GB will then count. GB stresses that there is only one vote 

per film society (not one vote per attending Cinema For All member). 

 

Adam Adshead, Billericay (AA) presents first. AA explains that Billericay was set up in 2015. He states 

that his strengths include the fact that he has recently set up a community cinema, so understands 

the issues and challenges that others may face, and has relevant and recent experience that can be 

drawn upon. His passion is the community side of community cinema; Billericay’s focus is on 

integration with and building a community. Billericay have had many successes in linking with the 

community, and connecting with socially excluded groups. For AA extending the range of people 

who have the opportunity to see films is one of the key things about community cinema. AA explains 

an example of how community cinema can help individuals – such as the volunteer with autism who 

benefits from being a projectionist with Billericay – as a great positive of the sector. AA explains his 

work as a town counsellor, and his support of local arts initiatives. AA explains that he chairs a 

committee that is constructing a community building. His background is IT and large-scale, complex 

project management, and organisational development. 

 

GB reads the absent Jerry Ward’s statement. Jerry is a secretary and founding member of Fleet Film 

Society. He is also personally responsible for marketing and technical services in the society. To do 

this audience development he researches local and national audience trends, showing films with a 

cultural, educational and social value. In his career he has worked for IBM and Lotus, and across 

security, gas, and media. He has extensive experience of web-based marketing and communications, 

presentations, project management, and communications management. He is a trained Level 3 

Global Project Manager. He has worked and lived abroad, and has a passion for non-English 

language films that reflect life in other countries. He has a particular passion for Italian cinema. He 

and a continuing interest in contemporary Indian cinema. 

Cecilia Young (Portsmouth) asks where there is a ‘hole’ on the board that can be filled, for example 

in terms of skills or knowledge. Gemma explains that the elected position is less about particular 

skills/experience, than about representation of the community cinema sector on the board – but the 

trustees can answer that questions if required. Zoe Ellis-Moore, trustee (ZEM), GB to clarify the 

voting system. 

AE asks if Jerry sent formal apologies. GB says he did not. 

Votes cast and collected. GB leaves the room to count the vote. 

 

TS thanks standing down trustee Carlota Larrea (CL) for her four years on the board. Carlota thanks 

her fellow trustees and the organisation, and stresses this is not the end of her relationship with 

Cinema For All but she has had to step down from her formal role due to time commitments. 

GB returns to the room and formally welcomes AA to the board of trustees. 

 

9. Members’ questions and open forum 

A question was received in advance from Alan Foale (AF), from Films At Heart, who asked what it 

means in the Annual Report regarding the ‘changing relationship with the BFI’. TS explains that 



Cinema For All was formally a strategic partner of the BFI, but that that structure has now changed 

and Cinema For All must bid for funding BFI as other organisations must do. Officially that 

relationship has therefore changed from strategic partner to funded partner, but their relationship is 

still good. 

 

AE asks how many subscribed members Cinema For All has. TS explains that at the end of March 

2018 there were 1,104 members, and 397 voting members with full rights. AE says Portsmouth can 

be ‘pressed up’ for money in terms of membership of Cinema For All. 

 

Louis Holder (LH), Deptford Cinema, asks if there could be progress made to encourage student 

cinemas to become members of Cinema For All, for example via a networking event.  GB explains 

that Cinema For All have a Student Cinema Day which will take place in 2019, and a Facebook group 

for young programmers. DP says Cinema For All are always interested in talking to student cinemas, 

and talking how to develop that relationship with the student cinema sector. She is keen to find out 

what additionality or difference the Student Cinema Day brings as compared to the annual 

conference (as she also would like student cinemas to attend the annual conference, and wouldn’t 

want them to feel excluded from that). DP says she is very happy to have a conversation around 

that. 

 

BC picks up on AE’s comment regarding membership. He says it should be something Cinema For All 

are looking at. He has reviewed the South-West network’s involvement in light of the GDPR, and has 

realised that ‘less than half’ of their supposedly active members have been involved in the past year. 

Cecilia Young (CY) says it would be good to formalise students’ involvement in community cinema as 

something that could be attached to a CV (or another form of formal recognition), including for 

student volunteers at the annual conference itself. 

 

TS says this is something that could be picked up. DP says Cinema For All says they have good 

relationships with both Sheffield universities and could explore this further. 

 

CY states the need to offer events to students that take place in venues other than Sheffield. DP 

explains they have run Student Cinema Days in Sheffield, Leeds and London, but says it is important 

and something they should do more of. 

 

DP explains that Ellie Ragdale (ER) is linked with developing links with younger groups / audiences. 

GB says that she and DP are also exploring other links with regional and national youth 

organisations. 

 

BC discusses the use of screening sources of films. He speaks of the interest in films available on 

Netflix, and wanted to discuss how these could be screened; how rights etc. can be secured for films 

developed via streaming services. DP states this is an issue for the entire independent film sector; 

occasional screenings are allowed for specific venues for specific films, but often online screening 

services such as Netflix and Amazon that encompass production, exhibition and distribution don’t 

make films available for exhibition to other venues/platforms. DP says that in wider meetings with 

the FAN it seems other independent cinema organisations are not gaining any traction with engaging 

these streaming services – but they will keep trying. 



 

CY talks about the way the Film Society of the Year Awards are structured. She says the New 

Community Cinema Award is really good, but says that in terms of the other awards perhaps the 

same awards shouldn’t always go to the same groups. Is there a structure that can be put in place 

that means the same societies don’t always win the same awards? DP says she is interested to see 

what other members think, as the awards are run to celebrate them. Elizabeth Costello (EC) says as 

Leigh Film Society won last year she was looking forwards to seeing who won this – because she was 

looking forwards to people having that feeling Leigh did in 2017. But she was also very glad to win 

again as she says it’s important to have recognition to aim for in order to keep motivated. EC says 

the same names do get mentioned a lot during the awards – but that just shows how hard people 

are working in their communities. She says she wouldn’t want the opportunity to win awards, and to 

have that to work towards to and hopefully enjoy, to be taken away. CY says it shouldn’t be taken 

away, but perhaps there should be a different tier? RC says it’s worth noting volunteer turnover: it 

would be a shame if one set of volunteers are denied the opportunity to win an award just because 

their forebears won an award.  RC says it would be good to give people a chance to match the bar 

that is set by their predecessors in a film society. EC says she agrees with RC: they brought two new 

volunteers to the FSOY Awards, and she said it was really inspiring for them to take part, and they 

were really lifted by it. 

Catherine Mugonyi (Aunty Social) says she didn’t apply for anything this year as they didn’t have 

time. She wonders if submitting video applications, rather than paper forms, would make applying 

more accessible, or if there are other ways to make the application process more accessible. 

LH says that it’s important to be inspired by established and new film societies in order to form a 

stronger collective voice. He says it’s important for fellow cinemas to get on the same level – and 

that this is important, rather than amounts of awards won by any specific group. 

John Grieve (JG) says the winner should be the winner. He says that commendations and so forth 

also acknowledge film societies, and these should be valued too. But he says that if winners are 

excluded and therefore the category starts implicitly becoming the “second best”, who will want to 

win it? 

AE says that more important than winning is participation. More participation in the awards means 

more people come together. Portsmouth’s aim is to get nominations – because only four volunteers 

run the awards, so it would be really rewarding to get that recognition. 

GB wonders if it would be helpful for her to give advice, e.g. via a Skype session, on submitting the 

applications. 

HT says that he supports JG’s analysis. He only wants to compete against the best. Harrogate hasn’t 

won, but he wants to be in competition with the best and aspire to beat them. 

Geraldine McDonald (Newcastle Community Cinema), GM, says that winning film society of the year 

twice in a row was incredibly motivating, and brought their film society together as a group. But they 

were delighted to not win one year, as it helped them see that they weren’t ‘king of the hill’, 

encouraging them to up their game and not be blasé. GM says that adding different categories to 

the awards over the years has helped reflect where different groups have weaknesses and strengths, 

BC says it should be easy to apply. He says he’s the only person from his group attending the 

conference this year, and says the members of his group have been declining year-on-year, and that 

they enter for far less awards than they used to. He suggests the SW groups would benefit from 

entering, but also feedback from societies who are doing well would help too. 



CL says that this is an issue after every conference. People would like more information: who has 

applied for each category, for example? And can successful application forms be shared? GB says 

they are shared. CL says there should be a space on the Cinema For All website where events that 

people are very proud of can be shared. 

CY states she isn’t begrudging Deptford’s success; she just wants some recognition for what 

Portsmouth has achieved. 

CM says there are other awards that can be won, and encourages film societies to apply for 

voluntary arts awards. TS suggests this can be put into Newsreel by Rosie Thompson (RT). 

TS recommends Newsreel and the Cinema For All podcast. He has high hopes for the podcast, and 

feels it is getting the message out about community cinemas. He congratulates the producers. 

AE says she was reading the minutes from the previous AGM. She says there is part of it she’d like to 

correct if she could, regarding the shifting boundaries of the Film Hubs. She stated that contrary to 

her fears at the time she was pleased to publically say she was glad that Portsmouth had been well-

supported on a number of projects by Watershed. 

GB formally thanks Jacqueline Chell (JC) for her ten years of service to Cinema For All. 

 

CLOSE OF FORMAL MEETING 

MINUTES BY SARAH CHRISTIE  


